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With Reactor from 
CoreLogic®, claims and 
catastrophe managers 
can compare and 
analyze policies and 
claims against hail and 
wind events to enable:

 � More accurate anticipation  
of claims volume

 � An increase in efficiency  
of adjuster deployment

 � Shorter cycle times

 � Provide better customer 
experiences

Adjust Claims Quickly  
and Efficiently 
The volume of claims resulting from 
widespread severe weather events can 
be difficult to manage. While traditional 
weather reports are available both 
during and directly after a storm, they 
provide little to no information about 
the projected impact on a carrier’s 
book of business.

Further complicating the challenge, 
today’s policyholders increasingly 
expect faster claims resolution cycle 
times. This means the ability to quickly 
and decisively respond to weather 
events including hail, wind, tornadoes, 
hurricanes, winter storms, floods and 
wildfires will influence how policy-
holders feel about the claims process. 
With Reactor from CoreLogic®, 
catastrophe managers, claims analysts 
and claim actuaries can quickly analyze 
all policies and reported claims against 
weather related events with geospatial 
mapping to enable:

 � More accurate anticipation  
of claims volume

 � An increase in efficiency of  
adjuster deployment

 � Shorter claims cycle times

 � Provide better customer experiences

 � Drive policy holder satisfaction  
and loyalty

Accurately Calculate Reserves 
Reactor is an interactive, geospatial 
mapping solution that enables users 
to visualize and query weather and 
wildfire events to identify and quantify 
which policyholders were likely 
impacted. With policies optionally 
being geocoded with PxPoint™, our 
parcel-level geocoding engine, claims 
actuaries and managers can: 

 � Visualize and map storm impacts  
at the parcel level 

 � Identify specific geographic areas 
where assets are monitored for 
impact awareness

 � Query which policyholders are likely 
to be impacted (forecast)

 � Identify which policyholders were 
impacted by the event (verify)

 � Analyze storm impacts to estimate 
Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR) 
and reserves

 � Export storm impact data for use  
in other workflows

 

Reactor™

Drive customer satisfaction & profitability through 
better storm analytics and event response with 
improved planning, logistics and reserving



Sample Hail and Wind Impact Map from Reactor

The Science Powering Peril and Property Data Analytics
CoreLogic is heavily invested in providing an accurate understanding of  
a storm’s impact from the property level to an entire portfolio. We have 
combined our unmatched property data sets with weather and wildfire 
information to deliver a state-of-the-art geospatial mapping and analytics 
tool. Reactor was designed specifically for the insurance industry to provide 
the insight needed to make decisions regarding the impact and necessary 
response needed when their policyholders are threatened by events related 
to weather and wildfires. Reactor assists with:

 � Creating awareness before claims are filed to anticipate resource  
allocation needs

 � Eliminating confusion regarding date of loss 

 � Providing hard data to provide enhanced customer support and  
reduce claims disputes

 



Flexibility and Integration
Reactor was developed for claims personnel who required an intuitive and 
simple to learn tool that automated existing workflow processes with no 
additional requirement to hire technical support staff. Reactor supports the 
simple upload of CSV files with the ability to add optional policy and property 
data to create custom impact reports. These reports can be utilized to gain a 
dynamic and more accurate overview of ongoing and historic weather events 
more swiftly and efficiently. 

Sample Impact Reports

Sample Hurricane Wind Probability Forecast and Potential Impacts from Reactor
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